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Overview of the project
TaskIdea

-Replace shear studs by a ribbed steel-
plate.
-Use precast reinforced concrete decks with
roughened surface underneath.
-Inject a high strength cement-grout and
use the adherence and the friction of the
developed interfaces for composite action.

Aims
-Propose a model to predict the behaviour
of connections, composed of interacting
interfaces, for static and fatigue loading up
to ultimate limit state.
-Propose a design method for composite
beams with connections by adherence and
friction.

Motivation
Develop a new connection for steel-
concrete composite bridges, suitable for
prefabrication and capable of minimizing
erection time and to reassure adequate
static and fatigue resistance and increased
durability.

Connection by adherence and friction Interfaces: testing and modelling

Cyclic loading of interfaces and connection Connection: testing and modelling

Conclusions

Steps
1. Investigate the behaviour of confined

interfaces loaded in shear.
2.Develop a shear resistance model for

the connection.
3.Study the behaviour of composite

beams subjected to fatigue loading.

Model takes into account :

- Failure criteria, constitutive and kinematic laws of the two interfaces, which act as 
springs in series.

- Confinement effect, σconf, due to slab’s transversal flexural stiffness and reinforcement.

Objective of the direct shear tests:

Develop failure criteria, constitutive and kinematic laws that describe the behaviour of 
confined interfaces subjected to shear.

Objectives:

- Investigate the influence of cyclic
loading on the interfaces’ and the
connection’s structural response.

- Develop a fatigue resistance 
model.

-The proposed new steel-concrete connection exhibits low bridge erection time,
increased durability, high stiffness and static resistance and adequate ductility.

-The model developed which is based on the interfaces’ failure criteria, constitutive and
kinematic laws as well as on their interaction and the confinement effect of the precast
slab, simulates with high accuracy the static response of the connection, including the
post-failure behavior.

-The first cyclic loading tests, both on interfaces and on the connection, show that, as
long as shear stresses remain on the elastic domain, fatigue has low influence, limited
to development of a residual slip which stabilizes with the number of cycles.

Three types of interfaces tested:

•ribbed steel-cement grout
•roughened concrete-cement grout
•UHPFRC-cement grout

Acquisition includes post-failure 
behaviour.

Further work
- Cyclic loading for a roughened concrete-cement grout interface.

- Cyclic loading of specimens fabricated with the proposed connection with different
load amplitude so as to obtain an S-N curve (stress amplitude versus number of cycles
to failure) for the structural detail.

- Fatigue loading of a steel-concrete composite beam fabricated with the innovative
connection, comparison of test’s results with FE modelling using boundary contact
elements based on connection’s model.

- Developement of a dimensioning method for composite beams including fatigue
issues.

The new connection resists longitudinal shear by adherence and friction in the
developed interfaces. The word “adherence” should be understood as the combined
effect of adhesion and internal shear resistance mobilized by mechanical interlocking.
The word “friction” stands for residual shear resistance arising with irreversible slip
after adhesion and internal shear resistance have been broken.

Cyclic loading of interfaces and 
connection:

- Recording of the residual slip
and the evolution of the rigidity, in
order to embody them in the
connection’s model.

Objectives of push-out tests:

-Validate the model, which simulates connection’s
structural response, with results from push-out tests.

- Investigate the parameters that influence 
connection’s performance.
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